This instruction provides policy governing the Detailing Strategic Advisory Group (DSAG). The DSAG advises the DORM and Chaplain Corps (CHC) detailers in order to:

- Provide Professional Naval Chaplaincy (PNC) input to the detailing process.
- Enhance intentional placement of chaplains in the right position at the right time.
- Identify domain leader requirements.
- Develop CHC leadership as a collaboration across domains for the enterprise.
- Identify gaps in billet structure to support changing mission requirements.

The DSAG is the appropriate forum for robust dialogue between domain leaders and detailers generating advice to the Director of Religious Ministry (DORM) on best "fit" as well as the prioritization of "fill." Leaders provide inputs to the detailer and community manager on billet requirements to support long-term leader development while responding to operational and other Navy, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard missions, reducing billet gaps and balancing platform requirements with current inventory. The culmination of this effort is a Chaplain Corps (CHC) detailing process that is transparent and collaborative, operationally responsive to mission and religious requirements, and strategically committed to leader development.

This instruction cancels U.S. Navy Chaplain Corps Detailer Strategic Advisory Group Charter, of 1 October 2018.

The Chief of Chaplains established the DSAG with a charter in October 2018. As a standing advisory group, the DSAG is more appropriately governed by an instruction.

The following revisions to the original charter have been incorporated in this instruction:

- Verbiage for oath administered at every DSAG meeting.
- N0971 assigned as DSAG chair.
- N097 Staff Judge Advocate as non-voting member.